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Obituary Notice

Name of Deceased    David “Mike” Hayes
Address    Waterloo, IL
Age    47 years
Date of Birth    June 6, 1962
Place    Salem, IL
Date of Death    December 20, 2009
Place    Waterloo, IL

Visitation    Quernheim Funeral Home    4 PM until time of service    Wednesday December 23, 2009

Funeral    7 PM    Wednesday    December 23, 2009
Place of Funeral    Quernheim Funeral Home    Waterloo, IL
Clergy    Pastor Doug Roberts

Burial will be held at a later date at
Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery    St. Louis, MO

Survivors

mother    Linda Branson nee Beadleston
sister    Carla Rick
brothers    Thomas (Colleen) Hayes
            Gregory Hayes
aunt    Carolyn (Jerry) Holsapple
uncle    Ken Krauss
nieces & nephews    Susan & Todd Rick
            Jackie & Luke Hayes
            Rachel & Alyssa Hayes

& cousins

Preceded in death by father Tommy Hayes, step father Keith Branson, aunt Nancy Krauss,
& grandparents

Groups & Organizations    US Navy Veteran, Carpenter's Local 1997
Memorials    Jefferson Barracks
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